
Warm and traditional
The STOCKSUND seating series has a timeless, traditional style and 
a warm inviting feeling, with soft rounded shapes and handcrafted 
details like turned wooden legs. The generous dimensions and seat 
cushions with a core of pocket springs give excellent comfort that 
you will enjoy for many years to come. The series includes sofas of 
different sizes, a footstool, an extra wide armchair and a bench with 
storage that you can even use in the hallway or at the foot of your 
bed. 

Quality, inside and out
With STOCKSUND, all details have been carefully designed to make 
both the inner and outer qualities easy for you to see and feel. The 
seat cushions have a core of highly durable pocket springs and a 
somewhat wider seat angle that makes the sofa feel deeper and you 
sit more comfortably. The legs are turned and crafted in solid wood. 
A choice of covers is available, all made of strong and hardwearing 
fabrics, with decorative piping and beautifully sewn pleats –  all are 
removable and machine washable. 

A high standard of accuracy has been sought in the preparation of this brochure.  
We apologize for, but will not be bound by or responsible for, errors and omissions in this brochure.

All the products (shown here) may not be available at the store. Some prices may vary by store.  
Please contact the staff or visit IKEA-USA.com for more information. For more detailed product information, 
see the price tag and the Internet. All units require assembly.
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MODELS
Footstool

Bench with storage

Armchair

Loveseat

Sofa

Removable cover

Choice of cover

Washable cover

Read more in the online 
Warranty brochure.

STOCKSUND
Seating series



• LJUNGEN: Tailored cover in hardwearing polyester with a soft, velvety feel and fine details 
such as piping and pleats. Machine washable.

• NOLHAGA: Tailored cover in a hardwearing yarn-dyed cotton and polyester blend with fine 
details such as two-tone effect, piping and pleats. Machine washable.

ALL THE PARTS, SIZES, AND PRICES
Overall size: Width×Depth×Height
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Black wooden legs Light brown wooden legs

Footstool
W39¾×D31⅛×H18⅞"

NOLHAGA light beige 090.336.90 $199 890.336.48 $199

NOLHAGA gray beige 190.336.80 $199 090.336.85 $199

NOLHAGA dark gray 290.336.70 $199 190.336.75 $199

LJ UNGEN beige 890.336.53 $219 990.336.57 $219

LJ UNGEN light red 190.336.61 $219 290.336.65 $219

Bench with storage
W56¾×D19¼×H18½"

NOLHAGA light beige 990.336.43 $229 890.336.48 $229

NOLHAGA gray beige 690.336.30 $229 090.336.33 $229

NOLHAGA dark gray 390.336.22 $229 490.336.26 $229

LJ UNGEN beige 590.336.02 $249 690.336.06 $249

LJ UNGEN light red 890.336.10 $249 090.336.14 $249

Armchair
W36¼×D37⅜×H35"

NOLHAGA light beige 990.335.63 $349 290.335.90 $349

NOLHAGA gray beige 990.335.44 $349 290.335.85 $349

NOLHAGA dark gray 390.335.56 $349 390.335.80 $349

LJ UNGEN beige 690.334.75 $379 990.335.15 $379

LJ UNGEN light red 490.334.95 $379 890.335.06 $379

Loveseat
W60⅝×D37⅜×H35"

NOLHAGA light beige 190.337.41 $579 090.337.46 $579

NOLHAGA gray beige 290.337.31 $579 190.337.36 $579

NOLHAGA dark gray 390.337.21 $579 290.337.26 $579

LJ UNGEN beige 990.337.04 $679 090.337.08 $679

LJ UNGEN light red 290.337.12 $679 390.337.16 $679

Sofa
W78⅜×D37⅜×H35"

NOLHAGA light beige 990.338.22 $599 890.338.27 $599

NOLHAGA gray beige 090.338.12 $599 990.338.17 $599

NOLHAGA dark gray 190.338.02 $599 090.338.07 $599

LJ UNGEN beige 390.337.83 $699 490.337.87 $699

LJ UNGEN light red 690.337.91 $699 590.337.96 $699


